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Accessibility and Cultural Heritage
Läckö Castle

- good practice in Sweden

HERITAGE AND ACCESSIBILITY
How to make protected town, 
monuments and sites accessible to 
disabled persons

Political, social aimes, financial
and cultural history

….the course of time is a line continuous as a 

constantly process. Our history is present Times

Action Plan
1. Introduction
2. Definitions
3. Policy
4. Objectives
5. Strategy for policy
implementation
6. Implementation

What should we 
do? What do we mean by 

different concepts?

What attitudes do we 
have and which should 

we have? 
What do we want 

to do?

How do we change 
our attitudes?

How do we implement 
our accessibility work?

Accessibility to Läckö Castle
- 13th century - a defence fortress 
- 17th century - a castle from Sweden's               
period as a great power
- 21st century - a tourist attraction



• Accessibility measures for 
the courtyards and the 
castle promontory

• Available information, 
physical accessibility and 
developed forms of 
cooperation with Bygg Klokt

• Model for places visited

Läckö Castle
pilot projects 
for accessibility

The National Property Board and 
the disabled people's organisation 

Bygg Klokt start co-operation in 

December 2002

Old footpaths are tested for new accessibility 2002. Paths are made into accessible footpaths in 2003 



New footpath, slope 8-10% or 1:10, which is marked with a red 
line on the orientation map

Orientation map. 
Gradient of 
footpaths shown 

in different colours

Information brochure
with easy-to-read text for people 
with impaired reading ability and 
people who are learning Swedish

Orientation plan
Läckö as

tactile map with 
Braille



A way for blind people to understand the castle 
Tactile model cast in bronze 2002. Courtyard with coarse gravel

2003. Temporary limestone paving to restaurant and castle shop 2004. Proposal for photo-montage, paved courtyard



Winter 2005. The test area in full-scale

Paved courtyard accessible to 
all, summer 2005

Access to and from Wrangelska Palace
- 13th century, a defence fortress
- 17th century, a palace for Wrangel and Sweden's king
- 17th-21st century, Svea Court of Appeal

• Evacuation for 
everyone

• Develop new physical 
evacuation routes in 
combination with well-
designed information 
to increase evacuation 
safety for everyone

The Wrangel Palace 
pilot projects



Entrance hall to Svea Court of Appeal, Wrangelska Palace
No-threshold door recesses and marked glass in sliding 

Fittings with printed 
evacuation information



"Speaking fire alarm",
low-frequency sounds

and flashing light
Fire-proof power 
supply to lift

Safe refuge point and lift

Fire-proof power 
supply to lift

Fire-proof power supply to lift and ventilation 
(fan) system

New
evacuation signs

and safe lift tobe used 
in event of fire



Dignified entrance 
Accessibility in cultural heritage environments 

National Property Board (SFV), design for all Europe 
EIDD and Stockholm City, started in 2007

electric wheelchair                       artists
journalists              snow clearers

toilet users

Users 

crutches   caretaker
dyslexia                            art associations

repair workers
guide dogs for blind                       tourists

short people
suppliers

receptionist      lovers    school classes

Boställshuset Långa raden Skeppsholm Hotel

The lift platform's scissor lift 
is mounted in a trough made 
of thick metal. 
Trough 15 cm deep fitted by 
the contractor. Floor surface 
flush with trough edge 



Horizontal transportationLift platform used for prams and wheelchairs

Horizontal transportation

Lift platform lowered to floor

Liljevalch's art museum, photo from 1920s Liljevalch's art museum, 2008



New ramp and platform lift in glass 
shaft, November 2009 N Facade lighting adapted to the building and accessibility

Picture from "Ragnar Östberg, 
Swedish Architect", E Cornell 196

Pilot study
Stockholm City Hall



Borggården 2007, entrance to Blå hallen and
side ramp, gradient 1:12.

Maintained movement pattern
People without disabilities:

- Radial movement

- Even step heights

- Rest level

- Handrail

Disabled and

wheelchair users, prams

& technical transportation:

- Ground surfacing

- Ramp incline

- Ramp width

- Safety edge

- Railing

- Contrast marking

The original, democratic
function is developed
The clear, coherent form
is preserved
The building entrance is retained
The original material
treatment is retained



Addition

Conservation of existing stairs, Addition
Conservation of existing stairs

http://www.sfv.se
http://www.sfv.se/cms/sfv/english/accessibility/vardig_entre.html

per-anders.johansson@sfv.se


